
Tucked away 6,500 feet above sea level 
in Oman’s Al Hajar Mountains, the Alila 
Jabal Akhdar is a spectacular hideaway 

for the adventurous at heart.

  B y  Y i-Hw a  Ha n n a 

A Diamond In 
The Rough
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The mountain is mostly 
made of limestone and is not 
only the highest point in Oman 
but that of eastern Arabia

Picture the Arab world and 
probably, one of the fi rst images 
your mind will conjure up is 
vistas of endless, rolling sand 
dunes under the scorching 
desert sun. We don’t blame you 
if you do—even the most 
long-standing expats among us 
do the same. And after all, why 
should most of us think any 
different? In the GCC at least, 
that’s what we’re familiar with. 
Outside of our urban city 
landscapes, getting out of town 
to explore the region is most 
often associated with either the 
desert, or sun-drenched 
beaches flanked with palm 
trees. What you’d not initially 
think of, however, is a craggy  
mountain range, with peaks 
rolling as far as the eye can see, 
most of them dotted with some 
kind of shrubbery. Deep in the 
valleys, lush greenery abounds, 
with streams, wadis, and the 
wildlife that springs up around 
it, the setting both tranquil and 
vibrant all at once. In the 

winter, the nights are cold, 
some so much so that you’ll 
actually seek the warmth of 
fi replaces and hearty meals 
that are borne from the kind of 
cravings you could only  build 
up after a day of activity, fresh 
mountain air, and crisp, cool 
winds every time you take a 
breath outside. Yet that’s 
exactly what you’ll fi nd at Jabal 
Akhdar, a mountain range in 
Oman nestled just a short 
journey away from the bustling 
city lights of Dubai. 

Meaning “The Green 
Mountain” in Arabic, Jabal 
Akhdar is located around a 2.5 
hour drive from Muscat, near 
the Nizwa area of Oman. It’s 
part of the Al Hajar Mountains 
range, with its highest point, 
Jabal Shams (meaning 
“Mountain of the Sun”) 
reaching a height of 9,800 feet. 
The mountain is mostly made 
of limestone, and is not only the 
highest point in Oman, but that 
of the entire eastern Arabia 

region. Jabal Akhdar is located 
in the centre, and while it does 
come across as a relatively 
desert-bound climate at a fi rst 
glance, if you look a little closer, 
you’ll notice shrubbery dotted 
across the vistas. While it is not 
as green as some other areas of 
Oman, such as Salalah for 
instance, it is surprisingly 
green for the uninitiated. This 
is thanks to the precipitation 
that allows for around 12 inches 
of rain annually, which means 
the area gets wet enough to 
allow for the growth of that 
shrubbery, and support some 
other types of agriculture. And 
this is precisely what gives the 
mountain not just its green-
inspired moniker, but also, the 

cool temperatures that make it 
such an appealing destination 
to regionally-based travellers 
seeking a bit of respite from the 
high temperatures typically 
found mere hours away—the 
area around the resort is, on 
average, always around 15°C 
cooler than it is in Muscat. 

It’s not just staycation-
seekers that travel to Jabal 
Akhdar, however. Notable 
guests have fl own in from 
far-fl ung locations to see it, 
with some of its highly 
acclaimed guests reportedly 
including highly respected 
fashion critic and jouranlist, 
Suzy Menkes. Before there was 
a hotel here, Princess Diana 
was rumoured to have visited, 
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camping out under the stars at 
one of the peaks. As romantic as 
that sounds, it does get pretty 
chilly there—when we visited, 
temperatures dropped to lows 
of around 5°C at night—so 
fortunately, nowadays there 
are other options aside from 
camping. The fi rst luxury hotel 
to settle in the area in 2014, the 
Alila Jabal Akhdar (alilahotels.
com/jabalakhdar) is a luxury 
hideaway that off ers a seamless 
blend of tranquility, romance, 
adventure and imagination. 

Essentially built into the 
cliff sides of the mountain 
range, almost every room at the 
Alila Jabal Akhdar off ers a 
stunning view of the mountain 
range beyond. Trust us, be it 
sunrise or sunset, you won’t 
want to miss the opportunity to 
watch day turn to night, or vice 
versa, over the simply 
breathtaking mountain range 
here. Reminiscent of scenes 
from Lord of the Rings, you’ll 
feel as though you’ve been 

dropped straight into a movie 
set, and for a moment, you’ll 
forget that you’re just a short 
drive away from the desert. The 
hotel is perched right by a 
gorge, and it’s not just the 
incredible views that it’s now 
able to boast thanks to this: It’s 
also the home of the region’s 
highest Via Ferrata. 

Italian for “iron road,” this 
technique for traversing a 
mountainous area is a form of 
protected climbing route, in 
which you’re able to scale 
distances and mountainsides 
through a series of cables and 
grips, allowing for dangerous 
routes to be undertaken with 
seriously minimized risks, 
since you won’t have to 
scramble around unprotected 
or use climbing equipment 
such as ropes. Simply put, it’s 
the perfect blend of thrilling 
yet safe. Sure, there are risks 
involved, but the Alila Jabal 
Akhdar has employed the best 
guides to ensure that all guests 
are taken care of, and that you 
actually have a great time as 
well. Our guide, Ali, was not 
only among the most friendly 
and clear instructors we’ve yet 
had in a similar experience, but 
left us feeling completely at 
ease about the fact that this was 
our fi rst time doing a Via 
Ferrata. After a safety and 
instructional briefi ng, we were 
off , and after an assessment of 
our fi tness level, Ali was able to 
take my partner and I on an 
absolutely unforgettable 
private experience of scaling 
the mountain. The experiences 
can be tailored to suit the level 
of those taking part. In our 
case, we’d been opted in for the 
more advanced option, which 
took us considerably low into 
the range, and allowed us to 
walk across what can only be 
described as a tightrope-like 
crossing (all safely hooked up 
to the Via Ferrata, however), 
with views that simply couldn’t 
be beat. For absolute beginners 
or those with a slightly lower 
level of fi tness, they do off er a 
more simple and faster route. 
Ali, who had grown up in the 
area and had been doing Via 

Ferrata for as long as he could 
remember, was a passionate 
host, his energy infectious. We 
left feeling eager to do it again. 

A Natural Fit
The resort is committed to an 
eco-friendly future, designed to 
respect its surrounding 
environment by fi tting 
harmoniously into the area 
while preserving the natural 
beauty and never commanding 
its presence at the expense of 
the landscape. Villas and rooms 
are inspired by local villages 
and homes, with Omani decor 
found throughout the setup, 
from the reception and suites 
to the cozy and well-appointed 
library, complete with fossils 
and a selection of books that 
beg to be read while curled up 
at the impressive fi replace. 

Even our welcome upon our 
arrival to the hotel was 
accompanied by some local 
coff ee, rich and full-bodied 
despite its clear, reddish hue 
that was reminiscent of tea. 
The coff ee contained a hint of 
rosewater, our hosts explained, 
since the region is famous for it. 
So much so, in fact, that the 

Alila Jabal Akhdar’s logo is a 
rose. Their special brand of 
roses, which bloom in vibrant 
shades of pink, are known for 
their exceptionally fragrant 
scent and fl avour, especially 
when blended into rosewater. 
Known as the damask rose, the 
Alila even hosts a special series 
of packages to celebrate its rose 
season each year, incorporating 
both beauty and nutritional 
aspects as part of their 360 
approach to wellness. Aside 
from the roses, the area near 
Jabal Akhdar is abundant in 
pomegranates. The resort 
works in harmony with its 
surrounds when it comes to the 
produce as well—we found 
traces of pomegranate in 
almost every meal, be it 
scattered throughout our 
salads and hot dishes at lunch 
and dinner, incorporated into 
the dishes themselves, or 
served up as juice with our 
breakfast. Among the other 
fresh items grown in Oman are 
dates, olives, walnuts, almonds, 
apricot, peaches, fi gs, grapes, 
and more, with pomegranate 
being its most omnipresent, 
not to mention lucrative, crop. 
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It’s an asset they use to their 
best advantage, since the food 
here is, simply put, a revelation. 
While the hotel could easily get 
away with providing meals that 
simply ticks the boxes, instead, 
they take their dining seriously, 
incorporating as much fresh 
and local produce as they can, 
and producing meals so tasty 
and moreish that mealtimes 
quickly became a highlight of 
our journey. They’ve even 
inspired a number of dining 
experiences since I returned 
home, such as blending my 
olive oil with fresh zaatar as a 
dip with bread, rather than 
opting for the standard 
balsamic vinegar option. While 
the hotel doesn’t have an overly 
large array of dining outlets, 
what it does have is so good that 
you’ll have more trouble with 
the fact that you have to choose 
between the two menus on 
off er during your stay, since 
they both look so good: The 
usual a la carte, which serves up 
a delicate selection of high-end 
international cuisine, or the 
Omani set menu. We opted for 
the latter the fi rst night, and it 
was so exquisite that we 
couldn’t help but come back to 
it time and time again during 
our trip. Flavoursome, and 
generously-sized, portions that 
really allowed us to taste the 
fl avours of Oman (and catch a 
glimpse of the cultural 
infl uences that have helped to 
shape the country’s cuisine), 
each night we left utterly 
satiated in every sense. 

Even at breakfast, we were 
impressed with the selection:   
A considerably healthy spread 
(with gluten-free options for 
those in need, and of course,    
an ample selection of 
pomegranate-based items), it 
was a delight to munch on 
everything from shakshuka to 
avocado on toast out on their 
beautiful terrace, with the 
mountain vista right there. 

A Mirage In The Mountains
Alas, during our visit, we 
weren’t able to squeeze in a 
visit to the nearby rose farms, 
which undoubtedly would have 
been quite a picturesque (and 
fragrant) sight to behold. What 
we did fi nd time for, however, 
was one of the many hikes that 
can be done starting from the 
hotel grounds. The team at 
Alila Jabal Akhdar have found a 
large number of routes for 
those seeking some exploration 
and a more unique (and active) 
way to see the area, with hikes 
of diff erent lengths available to 
fi t into your itinerary no matter 
what kind of timing you have 
available, or your fi tness level 
for that matter. While some are 
more taxing than others, we 
would warn against under-
estimating these hikes, 
however. What seemed like a 
simple 6.5km excursion turned 
out to take a lot longer than we 
expected, thanks to the fact 
that it involved a lot of climbing 
through diff erent heights and 
scrambling around, so if you 
are heading out, we’d advise 

allotting yourself a decent 
amount of time to not only get 
through it, but actually be able 
to stop and enjoy it. We’d also 
suggest taking a backpack with 
plenty of water, snacks, and 
some sunblock—and a camera, 
since you absolutely won’t 
want to miss out on the views 
you’ll see throughout, whether 
that’s from deep down inside 
the wadis or from atop some of 
the peak areas. The undulating 
routes may seem simple while 
you’re on them, but while your 
perspective may be more basic 
when you’re scrambling around 
the rocky plains, once you’ve 
reached the tops, you’ll realise 
the winding routes have taken 

you further than you might 
have imagined while you were 
to busy being distracted by 
what was around you.  

We had opted for the “Mirage 
in the Mountains” route, which 
takes you from the hotel’s main 
gatehouse into and through the 
wadis areas, past some caves 
and to the abandoned village of 
As Sarab. In the wadi fl oor, we 
were consistently surprised at 
the diff erent types of terrain 
we’d come across, with the 
allure of a photo-worthy dam 
before reaching the grand 
fi nale of the village. There, it’s 
almost impossible not to pause 
for a moment, not just because 
you’ll inevitably want to catch 
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GETTING THERE

Jabal Akhdar is, for something that feels like such a 
world away, a surprisingly short journey away from 

the UAE, and Dubai in particular. While it is possible to 
drive there, the journey will take you anywhere between 

6-8 hours, depending on traffi  c and border controls, 
ensuring you take the correct route. Instead, we highly 

recommend that you fl y there instead. While some 
argue that it will take roughly the same amount of time 
including airport time, the comfort level is much higher, 

meaning you’ll arrive at your destination much more 
refreshed than you would if you drive. Plus this way, you 
can ignore the security and border controls that come 
with driving and run through standard airport security 
check-ins instead, and not worry about driving as you’ll 

leave it to the pilots. You can even enjoy snacks and 
watching movies on board. Much better, right? Our pick 

is to fl y with FlyDubai. The fl ight only lasts around an 
hour, and the airline’s comfortable seating and excellent 

entertainment and snack options mean that getting 
there becomes a pleasure, and part of the journey, 

rather than an eff ort. The airline off ers numerous fl ights 
to Muscat daily at excellent timings (really, they’ve got 

up to eight options a day), with round-trip prices ranging 
from around AED810. And yes, there are business 

class and extra leg-room options. Once in Muscat, the 
resort can send a car to pick you up, from which it’s a 
2-2.5 hour drive. Book your tickets at FlyDubai.com.

your breath by that point of 
your hike, but also to marvel at 
the incredible view beyond. 

After all of that activity, 
you’re bound to be craving a 
little R&R, and fortunately 
that’s also entirely possible at 
the hotel. The Alila Jabal 
Akhdar is also home to a 
beautifully presented spa, 
wherein you’re able to enjoy 
everything from massages to 
facials in well-appointed suites 
—there’s even a couples suite if 
you’re looking to rev up the 
romance a little, or just spend a 
little quality time with your 
partner in blissfully relaxed 
silence. The spa also boasts a 
steam room, though if you’re 
hooked on the chance to 
unwind in that way, you can 
also pop into their second 
steam room that faces their 
small but well-equipped gym. 
Alternatively, you can also opt 
for some laps in their pool—
they have both an indoor and 
an outdoor swimming pool 
option, though with one of the 
most impressive infi nity pool 
layouts and views we’ve ever 
seen, you’d be hard pressed to 
go in for a dip without stopping 

to gush over how spectacular 
the setting is. Equally as scenic 
is their yoga terrace, where 
classes are typically held 
around sunrise. The terrace is 
open at any time of the day, 
however, and is a must-visit for 
any guest at some point during 
your stay since it’s one of their 
best spots for a panoramic shot 
that really showcases the depth 
of the valley below. 

Within two short days that 
felt like they’d lasted a lot 
longer, we left feeling utterly 
refreshed, and reconnected 
with nature. Something about 
the incredible location, friendly 
staff , comfortable rooms (with 
one of the best bubble baths 
we’d experienced in a long 
time), excellent food and the 
natural wonders that stretched 
as far as the eye can see made us 
feel healed and whole from the 
inside out. We were told that the 
length of our stay was quite 
typical—most guests tend to 
stay for 2-5 nights—but it was 
easy to see why so many people 
return time and time again. And 
with rumours they’ll introduce 
a zipline later this year, there’s 
no doubt we’ll be back. ■

There are a number of 
hiking routes for those seeking 
exploration in the area
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